Do the right thing

How has violence affected my life? Violence has affected my life cause now my family is scared to let me go outside or let me go to my friend's house because all of this violence in the world. So now the only reason why I can't go outside and leave the area is because they are scared that I might get shot or get stab or get jumped or go to jail.

What are the causes of youth violence in your community? The youth violence in my community is that people get mad at each other and then they start to fight and don't talk to each other. Another reason why is because some people are bored. So the kid people that has nice stuff and had more stuff then them so they steal or take their and one more thing is that drama and gossip once you hear something you tell someone else but you said the wrong thing and then a fight ends up happen from something the theft thing and starting things did not say so stop gossiping.
What can you as an individual do to reduce youth violence in your community? I would take away all the guns and knives away from people they have to do and up to have one and if you have these and you are 20 and under you should be in jail for 5 years or do 1 year of community service.
To the right things

Now has violence affected my life? Violence has affected my life cause now my family is scared to let me so outside or let me go to my friends house because all of the violence in the world. So now the only reason why I can't go outside and leave the area is because they are scared that I might get shot or get sted or get jumped or go to jail.

What are the causes of youth violence in your community? The youth violence in my community is that people get mad at each other and then they start to fight and don't talk to each other. And another reason why is because some people are a little so the kid people that has nice stuff and had more stuff than them so they steal or the can they and one more thing is that drama and gossip once you hear something you tell someone else but you said the wrong thing and then a fight ends up happening from something the then person did not say so step gossip.
What can you as an individual do to reduce youth violence in your community? I would take away all the guns and knife away from people they have to do and up to have one and if you have one you are good you are. To come under you should be in jail for 5 years or do a year of community services.